LINE ARRAY SERIES LA4

The LA4 is an unpowered passive 16 ohm Line Array speaker. The back panel features two combination input jacks that will accept either a 4 pole Speakon™ (twist lock) or 1/4" plug. These two input jacks are wired in parallel to provide a convenient way to daisy chain multiple speakers to a single amplifier channel. The LA4 features a pole mount socket on the bottom of the cabinet that fits a standard 1-3/8" speaker stand. This makes the LA4 a good choice for portable PA applications or for permanent mounting with certain wall mount brackets that employ the socket.

GREAT MID/HIGH BOX FOR ANY LIVE SOUND APPLICATION

Also available in white & as a permanent mount with mounting points as LA4PM-W shown to right.
SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency response: 150 Hz –18 kHz
Power handling capacity: 125 Watts
Sensitivity: (1 watt @ 1 Meter) 98 dB (1 kHz octave band)
Maximum SPL: (125 watts @ .5 meter): 126 dB
Speaker complement: Four 4.5-inch full range drivers
Nominal impedance: 16 ohms
Dispersion: 60° x 120°
Input connection: Two Speakon® ¼ -inch combination jacks wired in parallel. Speakon® wiring (1+ Pos.) (1- Neg.)

Enclosure Materials: 15mm plywood, metal mesh grille
Color: Black or White
Features: Integrated Handle and 1-3/8" Pole Mount Socket
Dimensions: 21.5-inches x 7.5-inches x 8.5-inches (546 mm x 191 mm x 215 mm)

Net weight: 14.1 lbs. (6.39 kg)
Shipping weight: 15.7 lbs. (7.10 kg)

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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